Abstract: From biosystem to complex system, the study of life is always an important area. Inspired by hyper-cycle theory about the evolution of non-life system, we study the metabolism, self-replication and mutation behavior in the Internet based on node entity, connection relationship and function subgraphmotif-of network topology. Firstly a framework of complex network evolution is proposed to analyze the birth and death phenomena of Internet topology from January 1998 to August 2013. Then we find the Internet metabolism behavior from angle of node, motif to global topology, i.e. one born node is only added into Internet, subsequently takes part in the local reconstruction activities. Meanwhile there are nodes' and motifs' death. In process of the local reconstruction, although the Internet system replicates motifs repeatedly by adding or removing actions, the system characteristics and global structure are not destroyed. Statistics about the motif M3 which is a full connectivity subgraph shows that the process of its metabolism is fluctuation that causes mutation of Internet. Furthermore we find that mutation is instinctive reaction of Internet when it's influenced from inside or outside environment, such as Internet bubble, social network rising and finance crisis. The behaviors of metabolism, self-replication and mutation of Internet indicate its life characteristics as a complex artificial life. And our work will inspire people to study the life-like phenomena of other complex systems from angle of topology structure.
In the past decade network science has become an important means to research complex systems [13] [14] [15] . The network topology or model abstracted by node entity and existing relationship are main research object. It's amazing that Shen-Orr et.al [16] introduced structure motif into complex networks-network motif-and discovered the network motifs of gene regular network. In 1999, Faloutsos et al. [17] found the power-law of degree distribution of Internet topology and refuted people's old view that the Internet is a random network. Now the Internet has become such a giant complex system [18] that nobody can describes it. However researchers keen on exploring the dynamics of Internet evolution from topology analysis, modeling, Internet measurement and economic ecosystem. No one studies the life-like phenomena of Internet as one of the largest man-made complex system. In this paper, we attempt to research the life characteristics of Internet, as artificial life, by network motif and the hypercycle theory. In section 2, we review the related work about the life characteristics, motif and Internet evolution. Section 3 proposes a framework of complex network evolution that describes a novel method, which is appearance or disappearance of node, edge and local structure, to research network evolution on time-series. Based on the above framework, Internet metabolism, self-replication and mutation behaviors are analyzed by node, edge and motif. In the section 4. Section 5 provides some concluding remarks and future work.
Related work
The earliest precursor to modern complex systems theory can be found in the classical political economy of the Scottish Enlightenment. Now such systems are used to model processes in computer science, biology, economics, physics, chemistry, and many other fields. In late of 1960s, L.Von Bertalanfy proposed the self-organization theory which studies the complex phenomena of nature and society and explores the basic law of complex phenomena during forming and evolution. This theory is composed of dissipative structure [9] , synergetic [10] , mutation [11] and hyper-cycle [3] . Especially the hyper-cycle theory describes the evolution process from non-living to living system. Although different theories focus on different parts of complex system, all of them want to discover the principle of complex system, i.e. how to organize, evolve and manager themselves whether it is influenced by other factors or not. The Ref. [17] firstly proved Internet is a scale-free network topology in 1998. K. Park et.al [18] researched the Internet as a complex network from the aspects of self-similar traffic, power-law connectivity, WLAN PHY layer dynamics and non-cooperative network games.
However most researchers study the dynamics of Internet evolution from two angles: physical network layer and logical topology layer. The research about physical network mainly focuses on the Internet economical ecosystem, especially the AS relationship. Gao [19] proposed the AS relationship inference algorithm firstly. Then Ref. [20] analyzed the Internet hierarchy structure according to put customerprovider and peer-peer into five-level classification of ASes. And Ref. [21] proposed a network aware, macroscopic model that captures the characteristics and interactions of the application and network providers which lets us know the cause and effect of the Internet evolution. A. Dhamdhere et.al analyzed the AS-level Internet growth for over a decade based on AS function and business type [22] [23] .
However the others research Internet based on complex network theory, for example the Ref. [24] [25] verify the scale-free of preferential attachment of complex network by analyzing the Internet evolution.
However the above research doesn't consider the systematic behavior of Internet. In the Ref. [26] , the author had researched phase changes phenomena of IPv4 and IPv6 during the process of its growth. And the Ref [27] discovered the sudden change of IPv6 topology based on mean degree, mean path length and other metrics on time-series. Both of them only research the fluctuation or mutation of Internet as a complex network.
At the same time, Moore et.al [28] proposed a more realistic model-time evolution model of networks-by addition and deletion of nodes. Here people started to realize that the essence of network evolution is the changes of nodes and edges in the topology. In Ref. [29] , the authors formulated the topology liveness problem and contrasted it with the completeness problem. And they developed an empirical model that characterize the changes in observed AS topology by three process: birth, death and revelation. As we all know, only if one born node builds more connections with others, it could be more robust. It is just like that a man would like to build new interpersonal relationship by making friend when he enters into the strange environment. So some people research fundamental function structure by analyzing the subgraphs or components of complex network [30] [31] [32] . And network motif, one type of subgraphs, is better to present the particular pattern of network. Currently the researchers are high on the motif detecting algorithm and motif analysis of network, for example the protein motif [33] , gene motif [34] , software motif [35] , social motif [36] etc. . In this Ref. [37] , topological patterns were used to detect network feature and identify hierarchical feature of Internet topology. And R. Kiremire et.al [38] adapted the network motif approach to provide a common ground for comparing the schemes' performances in different Internet topologies.
Framework of Complex Network Evolution
For a complex network () gi , i denotes one number of network snapshot which is extracted at time t , () Ni is the node set of network () gi and () Ei is the edge set of network () gi . So a series of networks { (1), (2) 
which are ordered on the time are obtained by extracting the network snapshot on fixed time window t  . As a complex system, it is always growing to satisfy the human needs. And the basic and obvious is nodes' and edges' change to drive network evolution. The Fig. 1 is the schematic diagram of network evolution from ()
gi , the network goes through a dynamic change. Then in this process, if some nodes of network are steady, we call them steady-nodes The nodes' birth and death must result in some edges' change, such as the direct edges which are those connections between born or dead node and network structure. Due to the two endpoints of one edge belong to different node sets possibly, the edges are classified into three categories: outer-edge, boundary-edge and inner-edge. Outer edges are the connections which both of endpoints are in 
Where l e n and r e n is left and right endpoint of edge e .Meanwhile parts of edges not only build the motif structure, but also form a complex subnetwork. For example the inner edges form inner-subnet. Ref. [28] [29] only researched the birth and death of nodes. According to Table 1 , we find that not only the edges are important components of network evolution, but also the local subgraph structure which is composed of several nodes have a significant influence for network growth. Motif has been suggested to the functional building block of network complexity. Network motif, patterns of interconnection occurring in complex networks at numbers that are significantly higher than those in randomized networks, are defined to uncover structural design principles of networks. In this paper, we research the three-node motif and one pattern with two node shown in Fig 
Metabolism
In biology, Metabolism is a term that is used to describe all chemical reactions involved in maintaining the living state of the cells and the organism. It can be conveniently divided into two categories:
Catabolism (breakdown of molecules to obtain energy) and Anabolism (synthesis of all compounds needs by the cells). For one growing complex network gained from complex system, it must exist the topology structure that transmits signal, information or matter from source to target node effectively and quickly, such as communication network, social network, power grid, protein-protein interaction network, neural network etc. So nodes and edges are the fundamental elements of complex network. In general, one node is a producer, transmitter or both and the edge is the bridge of information transmission. Then network topology is a system what is always dispatching the path of forwarding information flow. Therefore the global topology can influence the local flow direction and node load, and the local changes give rise to the dynamic of system. For example the social needs for Internet promote the ISP to build more network in the local area because the Internet have improved the production efficiency of human society and promoted the economic development quickly. The more abundant the Internet infrastructure is, the more faster the economy grows [42] . Due to the router can't connect to infinite routers or the old architecture can't adapt to modern technology, the ISPs will restructure the local network or change the Internet architecture to decrease the complexity of network when it grows to a certain stage [43] . Here, we simplify above complex process into following model: addition of the nodes, edges and motifs break the equilibrium state of system; removing some nodes, edges and motifs is to maintain the system's equilibrium. We call this process Internet Metabolism.
Based on above analysis, we know that the direct representation of Internet metabolism is birth and death of node, edge and motif. The Fig. 3 shows the Internet metabolism process from January 1998 to August 2013. We find, as the Fig. 3(a) shown, the Internet is always growing dynamically and the number of born node is bigger than that of dead node. The born node has same curve with the dead node on time-
series. This curve indicates that Internet grows regularly and steadily to maintain system stability.
The Fig. 3 (c)-(d) is the edges' metabolism including inner-, boundary-and outer-edge. The inner-edge is that mainly takes part in the local restructure to make the Internet not only meet the requirement of system growth but also improve system robust. The boundary-edge ensures one node join or leave the Internet system. The outer-edge explains that the Internet metabolizes with some complex structures, not just the discrete nodes. . Then the mean birth rate from 1998 to 2013 is calculated by equation (2) 0.96% r  . It indicates that the Internet system is in an equilibrium state of structure evolution, although the number of node increases exponentially. The trends of Fig. 3(c) is similar to Fig. 3(a) because one born node have to build connections with the existing nodes and dead nodes cut off the connections from Internet system.
According to researching Internet metabolism in the aspect of node and edge evolution, we find that one born node connect one or more existing nodes to be a part of Internet system firstly. Then it takes part in the local restructure activity that build more connections by way of motif. Although the nodes and edges are the basic elements of complex network, the motif which represents the function structure is more significant for researching the life characteristic of Internet. In this paper, we research the pattern with two nodes (M1) and motif with three nodes (M2 and M3) as Table 1 analyzes the metabolism of M1, M2 and M3 by 16 snapshots of Internet topology. The Fig. 3(d) shows that the number of outer-edge is much less than that of the inner-and boundary-edge, so the number of outer-motif is also very few.
Due to our definition in section 3, the motif M3 doesn't exist in boundary-subnet. However the number of born M2 is far greater than that of born M1 and the number of dead M2 is similar to that of dead M1.
It suggests that one born node prefers to build connections with more than two nodes and the dead nodes are the leaf nodes of network. As we all know, the more connections one node has, the more robust it is. For the inner-subnet, the motif M2 is the main metabolism structure that accounts for 95%~97% and the
M3 is least (1.04%). These results indicate that motif M2 is the fundamental function unit in process of
Internet metabolism. This also confirm a fact that star-or tree-structures are most common in the Internet, i.e. one node prefers to connect multi-nodes to form motif structure in process of taking part in the network restructure, then one node of motif connect to the other node which is in the higher level.
Self-replication
Self-replication is a behavior of dynamic system that construct an identical copy of itself. Biological cells,
given suitable environments, reproduce by cell division. During cell division, the DNA structure is copied In section 4.1, the Internet metabolism behavior is analyzed from node, edge to motif structure based on the Internet evolution. It not only receives the new node to join system, but also build some motifs to reconstruct system structure. Table 1 shows that the Internet construct motif repeatedly to meet the requirement of system changes. For example, the M2 can form a simple star, or complex tree. And M3
is a triangle which is also stable structure. The more M3 the Internet produces, the more robust it become [44] . So adding node and constructing motif are main factors for network anabolism. We call them Internet self-replication.
How does the Internet replicate itself? To start with this problem, the evolution of a node is analyzed from the first snapshot to the last. One new node is like a newborn who grows and makes friends with others, encounters some abnormal events and is restrained by the surrounding environment. So some nodes may disappear after a short period of time. But most nodes take part in the system metabolism continuously, even some of them become the important nodes of network. In the Fig. 4 , the AS7713 1 is added into Internet at Journal 1998, then grows exponentially after October 2004. It suggests that a born node adapts the system environment for a while, then grows quickly to become the important node. Next, the network reconstitution is analyzed when a born node wants to take part in more evolution activities. Table 1 indicates that the inner-edges are the fundamental part of Internet metabolism, and the boundary-edges are used to receive the born nodes or remove the dead nodes. The Fig. 4(b) shows that AS7713 become a central node after a long time, no but immediate. So the local network with AS7713
should restructure themselves by adding or removing motif structures for a long time. Thus we extract the some reconstitution processes in the AS7713 local network. Self-replication is to replicate the M1, M2, M3 structures repeatedly and maintain the system characteristic. So the problem, whether the Internet self-replication behavior changes the Internet system characteristic or not, need to be validated from the angle of global topology structure. The Internet is a representative complex network with scale-free characteristic [17] . Its most important feature is that, the degree distribution of the scale-free network is power-law. 
Mutation
In biology, a mutation is a permanent alteration of the nucleotide sequence of the genome of an organism, virus, extrachromosomal DNA or other genetic elements. Mutations may or may not produce discernible changes in the observable characteristics of an organism. Mutations play a part in both normal and abnormal biological processes including: evolution, cancer, and the development of the immune system, including junctional diversity. The Mutation theory is proposed from structure stability and morphogenesis written by R. Thom at 1972. R. Thom thinks that mutation is one jump of inter-state where the system is considered overall. Its characteristic is continuous process and uncontained result of internal system [11] . Then Mutation concept is also introduced into hyper-cycle theory by M. Eigen at 1977. The main source of mutations, especially in the early stages of evolution, is miscopying, i.e. the inclusion of a nucleotide with a non-complementary base during the process of replication. So mutation is a sudden change of system in process of self-replication which brings the system into stable equilibrium from unstable state. For the Internet topology, its metabolism and self-replication behaviors must occur with Internet reconstruction activities at every moment. As complex system, Internet maintains the system stability regardless of whatever reconstruction is going on. So it has a critical state from quantitative to qualitative.
As we all know, triangle is the most stable structure in our world. If there were existing triangles in every three nodes, the Internet topology would be most robust. Due to the geography, policy and economy, this scheme is unrealistic. So we still think that the motif M3 is the most important components of Internet, although its quantity is lower than 2%.
In Fig. 6 , the motif M3 evolution is analyzed from January 1998 to August 2013. The most obvious is that it will have a larger rate of birth subsequently, if the death of M3 happens abnormally, and vice versa.
If M3's birth is anabolism, then its death is catabolism. In this paper Internet mutation occurs, if the rate of birth or death is greater than 3% during once analysis. But the rate of birth and death is mostly in the equilibrium state. For the anabolism mutation, Internet becomes more and more steady, the catabolism mutation makes Internet become more orderly. Here the structure entropy is used to evaluate this sudden change. For two mutations marked in the Fig. 6 , the rate of M3 death is 4.99% in the June 2005's snapshot topology(M3 birth is 0.70%), then rate of M3 birth is 6.71% in next snapshot(M3 death is 1.62%).
Respectively the normalization structure entropy is from 0.1756 to 0.1654. It implies that adding the M3 improves the system stability. In summary, the Internet as part of earth ecosystem have to change self-structure by mutation behavior to ensure its best operation status, when it is inferenced by outside environment. Based on the hyper-cycle theory, the non-life complex system is living if there are the metabolism, selfreplication and mutation characteristics. To research these characters, firstly a framework of evolution analysis of complex networks is proposed based on set theory and graph theory. It provides a general and novel method for network evolution research because of considering the node, edge and motif of network topology.
Birth and death of network node, edge and motif structure is external manifestations of Internet metabolism. In our analysis, node metabolism activities mainly located at the border of Internet system, i.e. born and dead nodes are some those with small degree. It infers that one new node only join the Internet system at the first step. The Table 1 shows that 95% of motif metabolism happen within the Internet system and the others participate in node metabolism activities. The result indicates that there are two types of structure metabolism: metabolizing with node and without node. It also means that most new nodes participate in the network construction after they are added. It is the first step for a new added node, and the final goal is network restructure base on function structure-motif. Here we call the behavior of copying motif structure repeatedly as Internet self-replication. The According to long term analysis of metabolism, self-replication and mutation behaviors, we find that the Internet possesses life characteristics as a non-life complex system. For the first research done from angle of topology structure of complex system, we will continue the research work about Internet life characteristics. The M1, M2 and M3 structure would be the most fundamental function component of complex structure, however our future work will focus on the complex motifs, such as motifs with four, five and six nodes.
